
Good afternoon. I am Rob Woomer with Peachtree Hotel 
Group. Thank you for joining us today as we update you 
on the market as we see it today, specific to real estate  
and hotels. 

With me is our CEO, Greg Friedman. 

Thank you, Rob. We appreciate everyone's support in participation 
and patience through this pandemic over the last 15 months. There's 
no question it's been an extremely challenging environment for the 
lodging industry. We are probably one of the hardest hit, if not the 
hardest-hit industry, given the pandemic and the disruption to travel.

Fortunately, we are starting to see a recovery within our industry. 
We've been in recovery over the last nine months or so, but that 
recovery is beginning to speed up. We're still operating in most 
markets below 2019 levels. We expect we will not fully recover 
to 2019 levels until the next six to 18 months, depending on the 
submarkets. It's not a question of if we're going to recover as an 
industry; it's more of a question of when we will recover. We are 
very bullish, optimistic that we're going to get back to pre-pandemic 
levels on the operating side.

Given a lot of the tailwinds that we have with how healthy the 
consumer is and how healthy the balance sheets of most corporations 
are coming out of this disruption to travel, we are well-positioned to 
get back to previous peak levels. We believe we can even exceed 
those levels. In our opinion, we've made great decisions to help 
preserve our capital and make sure that we're in a position to protect 
the principal invested in the different hotel assets through the different 
funds that we've sponsored.

We are confident that we've made some really good decisions on 
the asset management side that will allow us to protect the principle 
that we invested and will enable us to maximize the return to our 
investors. We are optimistic and excited about the outlook of  
our industry.
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Thanks, Greg. I want to introduce to you, John Chang. 
We're pleased that John agreed to join us. He is the 
head of research for Marcus and Millichap. For those 
of you who don't know that firm, it is one of the leading 
brokerage firms in real estate. They do a tremendous 
number of transactions, including hotel transactions, 
across all asset classes.

John's been in research for 25 years, has a very large 
team that works under him and produces a thousand 
reports across different asset classes every year. That's 
a tremendous amount of volume, and it comes from 
a tremendous amount of work researching various 
markets and various asset classes. 

John, I want to welcome you.
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Thank you, Greg and Rob, for having me. Peachtree has been a fantastic client of our company and a great partner in the business. As Greg 
pointed out, we are hitting that tipping point where we're starting to see a recovery not only in the economy at large but in terms of what's 
happening with the hotel and lodging sector. 

We started this big mess about 15 months ago. We said that this is a health crisis; this is a pandemic-induced challenge. In order to escape 
from the recession that's coming, we're going to have to find a medical solution. Thank goodness the medical community has worked so hard. 
We've got the vaccinations in place, and we've seen the number of cases come down dramatically. We're at about just over four cases per 
100,000 people in the U.S. We're at 43% fully vaccinated at this point. We'll probably breakthrough 50% around the end of June 2021.

We're doing great in terms of vaccinations compared to most of the world. That's allowing us to revive our economy. Now, while we were in 
our lockdown, people put away a lot of money. They put it into their savings deposits. They put in money market mutual funds; this is people, 
this is companies, this is investors all stacking away their chips.

They're just waiting for the point where the country re-opens. We just hit another major milestone in that aspect with California re-opening 
today (June 15).

Now we have Oregon, Washington, Michigan, New Mexico, New York, Hawaii. Those are the last states that have yet to re-open, and 
they're all scheduling, or they'll hit their critical numbers, likely in June and July. So, by the end of July, pretty much the entire country is going 
to be open again. In terms of social distancing, in terms of capacity at restaurants and hotels, all of those restrictions are going away, which 
will unlock a lot of this capital.

That extra $4.6 trillion will get fed into the economy in consumption and business expansion and investment. That's what's driving the economic 
growth forecasts for 2021 to a record level. It ranges anywhere from about 6.5% up to 8.1%. That 8.1% comes from Morgan Stanley, and 
Goldman Sachs is right behind them at 8%. There is a lot of economists who are saying this is going to be the strongest year. If we get anywhere 
near 8%, it will be the strongest economic growth since the 1950s, right after World War II.



John, you said $4.6 trillion is the 
number, and that incorporates 
business savings as well  
as individuals?
Yes, that does it. It's anything in a 
money market mutual fund or a 
savings deposit. We're not tracking 
who put the money there; we're 
tracking the financial institutions, and 
it's $4.6 trillion above where we were 
in February of last year.

As an economist, how can you be confident that money will get 
spent and not just sit in savings?

If you look historically, back to 2011, savings follows a pretty linear 
pathway, and we're far off of that pathway. The other thing is that 
Americans tend not to be savers. People in our country tend not to 
save nearly as much as you see in other countries like Asia and parts 
of Europe. The other thing is it's just watching people's behavior. As 
states have re-opened, you go out to a restaurant and, six months 
ago, you could get in anytime day or night if they were open. Now 
you can't even get reservations two weeks ahead of time. People are  
spending money.

Hotel occupancy rates are rising. Retail sales are now 18% above 
where they were before the pandemic, so people are buying stuff, 
consuming goods. I see a lot of money going back into investments 
as well. I was at a conference last week where the capital flows were 
far beyond anything anybody expected. It's putting a lot of pressure 
on real estate market pricing because there's so much capital coming 
into play. If you think about it, there was a total stimulus package 
of $5.5 trillion. That came in three big chunks, and not all of it was 
spent, and not all of it got back into the market. This is $4.5 trillion 
of cash. Now, maybe not all of it goes in, but that's a lot of money 
that will drive a lot of growth. But it is also going to create its own 
set of problems. And that is largely showing up in the form of inflation  
right now.



We have explosive growth - best in 60 to 
70 years - on schedule for 2021, and it will 
be strong in 2022 as well. But we look at the 
job openings. About a month ago, there were 
9.3 million job openings. By happenstance 
through May, there were 9.3 million people 
who identified as being unemployed. So, we're 
running into some pretty big labor shortages 
across the country in all the different sectors. 
Part of that is the labor force participation rate 
is down about 1.5% from where it was before 
the pandemic. A lot of people are choosing 
not to go back to work yet, whether that's 
because they're getting federal unemployment 
benefits and that meets their needs or because 
they haven't been paying for daycare and or 
daycare is not open yet. So people are staying 
home and not working so they can take care of 
their kids, or it's a lifestyle decision or something 
like that. We're hitting this labor shortage, and 
that's rippling through the economy and started 
to create some challenges. When you look at 
total employment, we are about two-thirds of 
the way to recovery. We lost about 23 million 
jobs, and we've recovered close to 15 million 
at this point. But leisure and hospitality have 
been hit much harder.

We're still down in that sector by about 15% in terms of employment compared to before the pandemic. That's about 2.5 million jobs that were 
down in the leisure and hospitality sector. Now, part of that is hotels are just starting to re-open, but part of that is that hotels are having a very 
difficult time sourcing people to come back to work right now, and that is, in turn, working to drive the wage pressure in the hotel sector and 
all of the different sectors. We're starting to see the point where wages are growing faster, and we are starting to see the momentum shift as 
companies compete for services.

Bank of America just raised their entry-level position wage to $20 per hour; Amazon is recruiting 75,000 people for warehouses at $17 an 
hour. We're starting to see more pressure on wages. That's driving inflation. You see it in all the headlines, the Consumer Price Index (CPI), that's 
up about 5% from last year. That's the steepest pace of inflation we've seen in the U.S. since the 1980s. We can see it in lumber prices that are 
up 90%, gasoline up 45%, copper is up 95%, and steel is up about 63%. Those are big increases for construction supplies, which come back 
into play with the commercial real estate sector in terms of new construction.

We're hitting a point where we see a lot of growth, which is great, but it brings inflationary pressure as our supply chains are backlogged in 
factories, and industrial production just hasn't caught up to where our sales are in terms of spending. That is going to be a major challenge over 
the year. It could come back into play in terms of interest rates. The Fed may be pushed to start to slow things down a little bit. They might have 
to raise rates. We may start to see too much pricing pressure. That's something we should be looking out for.



Greg mentioned this at the beginning; travel has been coming back. 
It's been rising since the beginning of this year, as people became 
vaccinated. We just started getting vaccines in late December, and you 
can see that they had a strong impact on air travel. Right now, we're just 
down about 19% from where we started; that steep drop in March and 
April of last year was about an 80% to 90% fall in air travel. We have 
been climbing out of that hole ever since. Based on where things are 
going, I suspect that air travel might not get back to where we were this 
year, but certainly, by 2022, we'll be back into the range of air travel 
that we were at before. You look at vehicle travel, and that is only down 
5% at this point. A lot of people are choosing to drive-to-destinations.

They still want a vacation, especially now that things are opening up, 
and they have money in their pocket, whether it's from stimulus checks 
or just their accumulated savings over the last year. People are driving; 
they're going, and they're taking vacations. There's so much pent-
up demand that it is fueling a lot more travel, and it is accelerating  
very quickly.

When we look at what is happening with occupancy rates as a whole, 
the entire industry is still well below where we were. I use May 2019 as 
a benchmark because the lodging sector is very volatile and seasonal, 
so you kind of have to benchmark off of a comparable time set.

Of course, if we compared it to the same time last year, it was in a 
deep hole compared to where we were two years ago at this time. It 
depends on the business segment. If you are talking about full-service, 
high-end hotels, their occupancy levels are down dramatically. We're 
at about 52% occupancy compared to about 75% occupancy in the 
full-service sector two years ago. 

At the other end of the spectrum, when you look at the limited service, 
especially economy hotels, their occupancy levels are back to where 
they were two years ago. In fact, they're slightly better than they were 
two years ago. People have been a little more money-conscious; 
they've been a little more careful with their spending. They haven't been 
out splurging yet.  I think that's going to come soon, actually, but it's 
been really good for limited-service hotels, and even the select service 
is making some pretty good headway towards the recovery. It will take 
time, and it's going to vary.

I'm going to shift gears now that 
we have this big picture laid out 
and have a snapshot of what's 
happening in the major economy 

as a whole. 
I’m going to talk about what’s 
happening with the hospitality 
sector and lodging specifically. 

The first thing is, what about 
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